Rhodian Stamped Amphora Handle Fragment

- Fragment of upper surface of handle only.
- Stamp 2/3 preserved with letters encroaching close.

Handle PL: 9.0 cm
Max PW: 5.5 cm
Max PH: 4.9 cm
Stamp: 2.5 x 3.0 cm

Drawn by:  
Leaf:
Stamped Amphora Handle.
- Fragment includes wall of neck & entire upper surface of the handle.
- Stamp fully preserved 2 lines with IMA in top line and a caduceus symbol in lower line —œ.

Handle PL: 10.1 cm
Max PW (neck) 6.7 cm
Max PH (neck) 7.3 cm
W handle 3.7 cm
Stamp L: 3.8 cm
W 1.5 cm

Drawn by: [Signature]
Leaf: [Signature]
Stamped Amphora Handle.
- Fragment of Rhodian Amphora preserving part of wall of neck + top of handle.
- Stamp fully preserved.

Handle PL 11.0 cm
Max PW (neck) 7.7 cm
Max PH (neck) 7.4 cm
Width handle 5.0 cm
Stamp L 5.0 cm
W 1.5 cm.

Drawn by:  
Leaf:
Rhodian SAH
found in bundle by Sharon Herbert
Rose impressions in letters.

Handle PL10. 2 cm
Max PW (heel) 8.5 cm
Max PH (heel) 6.6 cm
Width Handle 4.1
Stamp L 3.7 cm
Stamp W 2.75 cm

Drawn by: 

Leaf:
K09 SAH 004
Basket CB2.5.162
Locus CB25.

Rhodian SAH - 1/2 capacity size
-1 handle with smoothed not impressed handle

Handle PL
Max PW (red) 8.7 cm
Max PH (red) 6.2 cm
Width handle 3.5 cm
Stamp L: 2.9 cm
W: 1.2 cm

Period 3.
3rd 1/4, 2nd c BCE

De invented as SAH as it does not have a stamp, as per Donald Ariel and Gerard.

Now is K09 P178

Drawn by:                            Leaf:
K09-SAH005
Basket CB3.6.116
Locus CB36044

Rhodian SAH

needs cleaning

PL: Handle 9.2cm
Max PW heel 6.35cm
Max PH heel 6.35cm
Width handle 4.0cm
Th handle 2.7cm
Stamp l 3.85cm
W 1.2cm

Drawn by:

Leaf:
Rhodian Stamped Amphora Handle

Handle PL 7.7 cm
Max PW (neck) 6.8 cm
Max PH (neck) 5.8 cm
Width Handle 4.0
Stamp L 3.3 cm
Stamp W 1.3 cm

K09 SAH 006
Basket CB4.6.100
Locus CB46

Tracking # 1755
Date 09-July 09

Drawn by:  
Leaf: